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Question

“What ideas have you got for

using digital technology to deliver

leadership development?”



#1 Digital has made it possible to
learn at the point value creation

takes place
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#2 Leadership is an outcome others
attribute to you, following their

experience of you in action



HOW A LOT
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Leadership

is an outcome others attribute

to you following their

experience of you in action



Learning about Leadership

does not really look like this



Your leadership development is not

done until others tell you it is



#3 Leaders rate on-the-job, real
experience, as more effective in their

development than anything else





#4 Feedback and coaching from your
boss improves capability,

performance and inclination to stay



Employees reporting to managers effective at development perform

up to 25% better than their peers, are 29% more committed, and

are up to 40% more likely to stay at the organization.



#5 The advantages of peer to peer
feedback in performance

management apply in leadership
development, too.





#6 Self-directed learning improves
ownership and authenticity;

alignment to real challenges ensures
it adds value



“I don’t mind learning,

but I hate being

taught.”

Sir Winston Churchill





#7 Data and analytics may look like
foreign territory, but there lies the

secret of happiness.









7 Design Criteria

1. Digital has made it possible to learn at the point of value creation

2. Leadership is an outcome other people attribute to you, following
their experience of you in action

3. Leaders rate on-the-job, real experience, as more effective in their
development than anything else

4. Feedback and coaching from your boss improves capability,
performance and inclination to stay

5. The advantages of peer to peer in performance management apply
in leadership development, too.

6. Self-directed learning improves ownership and authenticity;
alignment to real challenges ensures it adds value

7. Data and analytics may look like foreign territory, but there lies the
secret of happiness.



A Digital Solution to Leadership Development

using the Advantage of On-the-Job, Self-

Directed Learning, with Line Manager

Engagement and Peer to Peer Feedback
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